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SUMMIT TO INCLUDE
BONUS ASSOCIATE EVENT
As our Associate Membership has grown steadily over the past few years
we’ve added an Associates-only session at both the PGA Show and at our
annual Summit. These sessions have been designed to explore careerbuilding topics and answer career-related
questions from our generally younger
Associate members. Once again at Summit
2017 at Heathrow CC in Lake Mary, FL
coming up on November 5-7, we will have a
special Sunday afternoon ‘Associate Members
Only’ session from 2-4:30 pm. As part of the
session we’ll convene an informal Panel
Discussion that will field plenty of questions
from Proponent members in the room.
Fielding those questions and discussing
their career strategies will be two of our most
accomplished members, PGA Master
Professional Bill Davis of Abacoa G.C. in
Bill Davis
Jupiter, FL and Elena King, owner of
Experience Golf in Aurora, CO. Davis is a
long-time veteran of the high-end private club
side of the business while King has been
operating out of public facilities most of her
career—each will offer a unique perspective.
We will also have a portion of the afternoon
dedicated to a presentation on how to “Ramp
up Your Teaching Business with Effective
Marketing.” Our friends at Golf Channel
Academy who handle the marketing chores for
nearly 100 locations across the country have
tremendous insights into what works when it
comes to marketing golf instruction and they
will share some of the keys to success that
Elena King
they implement every day.
We urge Associate members to take advantage of this session, with its
focus on helping you make great decisions to move your career forward.
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LORIN ANDERSON Q&A

WHAT’S NEXT FOR ANDERSON, PROPONENT, GOLF
CHANNEL INSTRUCTION AND THE TEACHING INDUSTRY
Proponent Group’s Founder and
President Lorin Anderson has shifted
roles to take on some new
responsibilities as Golf Channel’s Vice
President, Instruction. In this Q&A he
talks about the structure of the new
position and what comes next for
Proponent Group.
PG: Why is Golf Channel Investing
in Instruction now?
LA: There are multiple reasons but the
most important factor is a recent shift
in digital opportunities for delivering
instruction. These new, more efficient
and more effective delivery methods
should work extremely well for Golf
Channel, which is actively ramping up
to take advantage of the new
opportunity. The channel has also
been pleased with the strong interest
in its new Golf Channel Academy
coaching network and sees
opportunities to continue to grow this
platform for marketing top coaches.

PG: What will your role be going
forward with Proponent Group?

PG: What are your expectations for
Proponent Group’s second decade?

LA: While I have always enjoyed my
time working in golf media, these past
10 years of helping instructors with
their businesses has been especially
enjoyable and will continue to be at
the heart of my daily work. I expect to
spend significant time on Proponent
Group every day and I will still be
available for member consultations as
needed. I will definitely be involved in
all planning for our events, member
benefits and best practices research.
Proponent Group always will be, in a
career sense, the one thing I gave
birth to and as my “first child” it will
receive close and caring attention,
even as other projects and missions
also need oversight.

LA: Our membership has grown
organically for 10 years through word
of mouth and member referrals and I
don’t see that changing as we move
forward, as long as we maintain the
standards we’ve set. Our recent
Member Satisfaction Survey shows
that most Proponent members see us
as the undisputed leader in our areas
of expertise. Members feel they get a
lot of value from being part of our
network. Our recent staff planning
meeting was loaded with new ideas
that we can’t wait to work on. We just
wish we could pursue all of them at
once, but we’ll steadily keep adding
more best-practices info and data to
help members and we’ll continually
update our current benefits as the
industry sets off in new directions.
PG: Are you bullish or bearish on
the future of the golf instruction
industry?

PG: What do you expect your new
role at Golf Channel to look like?
LA: Given my particular skill set, the
role I’m taking on represents an
ideal blend of content creation and
business development. I can’t
imagine another position in the
entire industry that could better
combine my three decades of
instruction-related media
experience, marketing work and
business consulting. Everything I’ve
ever learned in my career will be put
to use in this new job. The position
will have me working with more
departments than just about anyone
else at Golf Channel. Golf
instruction will touch basically every
piece of the company’s current
operations and that is an exciting
opportunity.

PG: Who will be taking on your
current daily Proponent duties?
LA: We are already in the process of
hiring our first Executive Director,
who will manage Proponent on a
day-to-day basis and will be able to
assist members with individual
issues and needs. We hope to
announce this important hire before
the end of the year. It’s my strong
sense that, after 10 years it will be
very good to have a new leader with
fresh ideas guiding the day-to-day
operation and injecting new energy
into everything Proponent Group is
involved in.

LA: After the past 10 years of building
Proponent and having hundreds of
conversations with key stakeholders
on all sides of the instruction industry,
I’m absolutely convinced that helping
more golfers improve faster is
absolutely critical to future growth of
the game. I’d also say that the golf
industry as a whole clearly has not put
enough emphasis on making this
happen. How can 40 percent of all
golf courses not employ a full-time
teacher of the game? That just
seems crazy to me. Research shows
that until a golfer breaks 95 on a
regular basis, they are not likely to be
committed to the game for the long
haul. We have to crack the code
economically and programming-wise
(continued on page 3)
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MASTER UPSELLER JACOBS ADDED
Proponent Group works harder than anyone to help
you manage and grow your business—which
makes us quite excited to have Brian Jacobs join
the 2017 Summit agenda, presenting “Secrets to
Selling Your Services.” At his highly successful
teaching operation in Rochester, NY, Jacobs has
registered amazing upsell rates as he shepherds
students through his coaching programs. Learn the
techniques he’s developed to upsell nearly 100
percent of golfers who visit him—from their initial
spend to considerably larger outlays.
Our business-themed Tuesday morning at the
Brian Jacobs
Summit will also feature “The Amazing Power of a
Well-Built Website” with Zach Miller, Jeff Penson
and Kevin Stanley, all of whom have worked on dozens of instructor websites.
This trio truly knows what works and what doesn’t.
Wrapping up the morning session will be a cautionary tale, “The Instructor’s
Guide to Preparing for Retirement.” Most Proponent members have some catchup work to do in this area. Our friends Matt Luckey and Kelly Mccammon at
Wealthwave will show you some key moves you should make to get ready.
Simply put, you’ll want to be in the room for this year’s event in Orlando on
November 5-7. Turn to pages 4-5 for more details and for registration information.

Lorin Anderson Q&A

(continued from page 2)

to make sure new golfers are acquiring the skills that will make them stick with the
game for the rest of their lives. Golf courses need more golfers to fill tee times if they
are to survive and we know that golfers engaged in improving their games usually
play more golf. We also need a lot of “short-form” or time-compressed golf
experiences that are fun and dynamic—skilled instructors working at well-designed
learning centers are the source of that. Golf instruction is perfectly positioned to
grow the game if we embrace this as a critical goal. I still think a lot of teachers
haven’t quite realized that it’s their responsibility to help grow the game—so
Proponent will keep banging that drum.
PG: What’s the biggest challenge for instructors going forward and how will
Proponent Group be able to help?
LA: As I noted above there is still a disconnect between the world view of golf course
operators and the real value of quality instruction programming. One of the biggest
challenges for teachers and for Proponent will be to more clearly show how highquality teaching and the right mix of programs can truly energize and engage the
local golfer base and drive a lot of rounds played and a lot of incremental spending
that benefits everyone. As golfers get better and play more they often get their family
members and friends to try the game and that is how we grow. Create enthusiasm
through improving skills and the game absolutely will grow. Proponent will be at the
forefront of this industry education process during our next decade. We are already
working on ideas for new forms of outreach to course owners. Stay tuned for those
and other initiatives aimed at achieving our most important goals.

2017

WHAT OUR MEMBERS
ARE WATCHING
MOST VIEWED PROPONENT
VIDEOS THIS MONTH
One of the most popular
benefits on our member
website is the Webinar/Video
Archive, loaded up with
presentations from Proponent
events over the past 10 years.
Check out the top speakers in
the industry, sharing their
insights to help you improve.
In August, these were the 10
most-watched videos on the
Proponent website:
1 ) Lorin Anderson - Associate
Members Career Growth
Meeting at PGA Show
2 ) Mark Sheftic - Teaching
with Boditrack
3 ) Ryan Dailey and Matt
Reagan - Setting the Standard:
The Future of Golf and Your
Coaching Business
4.) Dr. Robert Neal and Layne
Savoie - Short Game: What the
Experts Do
5.) Will Robins -5 Hurdles to
Overcome When Transitioning
from Hourly Coaching to
Results-Based Coaching
6.) Kenny Nairn -The Ups and
Downs of Building a Teaching
Building
7.) Mike Malaska -The
Invisible Swing
8.) Kevin Smeltz - “Shift and
Lift:” A Study in Pressure and 3D
9.) John Weir - Teach to Your
Student’s Personality Profile
10.) Cameron McCormick The Journey to High
Performance
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PROPONENT GROUP
10th ANNIVERSARY SUMMIT
Celebrating Career Success for Teachers
November 5-7, 2017 (Sunday - Tuesday)
Heathrow Country Club
Lake Mary, Florida
Join us for our biggest Summit yet in our 10th year of showcasing what’s coming next
in golf instruction and highlighting fresh opportunities to grow your teaching business.

Martin Hall

David Leadbetter

Lynn Marriott

Pia Nilsson

Cameron McCormick

Mike Bender

Join us in Orlando to:
• Get answers to your teaching and business questions from our 10th Anniversary Super Panel of
Mike Bender, Martin Hall, David Leadbetter, Lynn Marriott, Cameron McCormick and Pia Nilsson.
• Hear Dr. David Wright describe how efficiently applied ground-reaction forces maximize power.
• Discover the amazing power of a well-designed website.
• Gain insight into where the game is heading from LPGA Commissioner Michael Whan.
• Learn how to increase revenues with smarter up-selling with Brian Jacobs.
• Check out the latest teaching technologies at Demo Day and expand your network of peers.

Registration is Now Open. Log In and Click on Summit Registration.

OUR 2017 SUMMIT PARTNERS
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PROPONENT GROUP
10th ANNIVERSARY SUMMIT
November 5-7, 2017

Heathrow Country Club, Orlando, FL

SUMMIT DETAILS

THE AGENDA

Host Site: Heathrow Country Club is one of
the finest golf facilities in Central Florida,
with a sister property less than a mile away
at The Legacy Club.
Both are conveniently located 45 minutes
from Orlando International Airport.

Sunday, November 5

PGA/LPGA Education Credits: Agenda will be
submitted to the PGA and LPGA.
Approximately 13 hours of education will be
included in the summit.

1pm

Optional Golf at Legacy Club Fazio Course

2-4:30pm

Associate Members-Only Session:
Making Smart Career Decisions
(Bill Davis and Elena King)
Welcome Dinner at Heathrow Country Club
After dinner Fireside Chat with LPGA
Commissioner Michael Whan

6:30-9:00pm

Monday, November 6
7am
8am

Lodging: A special Summit rate is available at
Hyatt Place Lake Mary/Orlando North for only
$109 per night SINGLE OR DOUBLE
occupancy. Contact the hotel directly at
407-995-5555. We also have a room block at
the Courtyard Marriott Orlando Lake Mary/
North for $99 per night.
Please contact the hotel directly at
407-444-1000. Our room block will likely sell out,
as it has in past years, so book your room early.

10:00am
10:30am

Cost: Our Summit package includes all
meals, all education sessions and participant
gifts for only $525 for our Full and
International members. Associate members
are strongly encouraged to attend for $575.
Optional golf Sunday afternoon at the Tom
Fazio-designed Legacy Club is an additional
$50 (tee times are limited and will be filled
first-come, first-served).

6pm

Registration: Log in to www.proponentgroup.com and at the top of the Members
Only menu on the left-hand side of the page
you will find the Summit Registration link.

12:30
1:30pm

3:30pm

Breakfast
Trends That Will Affect Your Career
(Lorin Anderson)
Break
Super Panel Round Table
(Mike Bender, Martin Hall, David
Leadbetter, Lynn Marriott, Cameron
McCormick and Pia Nilsson)
Lunch
Super Panel Outdoor Session
(Mike Bender, Martin Hall, David
Leadbetter, Lynn Marriott, Cameron
McCormick and Pia Nilsson)
Teaching Technology and Training Aids
Demo Day
Cocktails and Dinner at Heathrow

Tuesday, November 7
7am
8am
9am
10am
10:30
11:30
12:30

3pm

Breakfast
The Amazing Power of a Well-Designed
Website (Jeff Penson and Kevin Stanley)
Secrets to Upselling Your Services
(Brian Jacobs)
Break
The Golf Instructor’s Guide to Preparing for
Retirement (Matt Luckey and Kelly Mccammon)
Lunch
Maximizing the Application of Force:
‘Recruiting’ Power Begins at Setup with
Core Symmetry (Dr. David Wright)
Summit Ends

Registration is Open. Log In and Click on Summit Registration.
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THANKS FOR TELLING US WHAT YOU THINK
By Lorin Anderson, President

We were also very pleased that nearly three-fourths of the
members say they read “all” or “just about all” of these monthly
Last month we conducted our first full-on
newsletters that we are proud to produce for you. A similar
Member Satisfaction Survey in four
number said they read all or most of the Weekly Rundown
years. We wanted to see where we stood
communications, too. This shows us that over 10 years our
as we hit our 10th birthday and as we
members have grown to become the most curious and engaged
started the transition to full integration with
instructors in the industry, bar none.
the Golf Channel’s operation.
We also see very clearly that anything we can do to assist our
The survey captured data from
members in finding new positions, understanding industry
hundreds of our members at all stages in
compensation and contracts and building resumes and other
their careers, working at all types of
job-search materials continues to be very important to a large
teaching positions and every conceivable
majority of our members. We plan to expand
type of location. In general, we are happy to
our knowledge in these areas to make sure
report that most members are very pleased
we continue to be your best source for this
Most Important Member Benefits
with their membership in Proponent Group
career-impacting information.
while pointing out areas where we can
Another area where we believe our Golf
Percentage of members who
continue to expand our benefits and increase responded that the benefit was “Very
Channel ties will help our members is in the
Important” or “Important” to them.
our services.
expansion of our ability to get our members
One area we were interested in was which
more exclusive discounts for products you
Education Event Video Archive 88%
member benefits are most important to you
need to run your teaching business.
PGA Show Week Seminars
86%
and we wanted to know the extent to which
Finally, the most important question for
Annual Proponent Summit
84%
you’re using all of the various benefits offered.
any customer satisfaction survey is always
Members’ Newsletter
84%
The chart in the middle of this page
“Would you recommend us to your friends
Job
Postings
78%
highlights the dozen “most important”
and family?” We were very, very pleased to
Business Templates/Guides
76%
benefits according to the survey. These are
see that 91 percent of our members have
Resume/Job Search Consult
72%
the top dozen of the 20 benefits we currently
recommended membership to a fellow
Exclusive Product Discounts
71%
offer that were most often rated as “very
instructor. Wow—and thank you!
Contract Review/Consult
70%
important” or “important” to you. Obviously,
We will be adding staff and leveraging Golf
Compensation Data
68%
you really like our events and the information
Channel’s resources to provide more value,
Weekly Rundown Email
66%
that comes out of them. In response, we will
more benefits and more actionable ideas that
Guide
to
Certification
Programs
63%
look at this more closely to see where we
grow your business and your teaching skills. In
might be able to add more networking and
the next survey, we hope to find it is every
Source: 2017 Member Satisfaction Survey
education events in 2018 and beyond.
member referring Proponent to their peers.

PROPONENT GROUP PARTNERS
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grow your
business:
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5. Get your supporters to refer
you
6. Build strategic and loyal
relationships with clients and
vendors
7. Be willing to say no to
oportunities that don’t align
with your vision/passion/
purpose
8. Don’t be afraid to make
mistakes; failure breeds
innovation
9. Be a giver
10. Keep your passion alive!

1. Create a responsive
website where people can
learn more about your
company
2. Establish an active social
media presence
3. Meet and interact with
entrepreneurs who have
gone before you
4. Set goals and outline
objectives for 5 years, 10
years, 15 years

Contact Keriann at krich@imavex.com to
get your marketing campaign started!
@imavex | imavex.com
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INSTRUCTION IN THE ERA OF FUN - FUN - FUN

A ‘CHAMELEON’ COACH GROWS THE GAME
AND HELPS PRESERVE ITS TRADITIONS
By David Gould, Staff Editor

and Ryan Dailey) but Noble wonders whether something
isn’t getting lost in the translation.
“I long for the days when more students got their
owling became instantly less frustrating with the
introduction to golf and then got motivated to improve, play
invention 30 years ago of gutter bumpers. Proponent
tournaments, get themselves a handicap and shoot a real
Group member Brendan Post would be happy to see a
score,” says Noble, the director of instruction at Fairmount
golf equivalent—he pictures two immense nets rising at the
Country Club in Chatham, N.J.
push of a button from treelines along each hole corridor.
Some of those same feelings arise for Suellen Northrop,
“Obviously it’s not practical, but anything like that is fine
a Proponent member who teaches at Admirals Cove in
in my book,” says
Jupiter, Fla. Her “newbie” is
Post, director of
often a high-powered
instruction at
business person who
ClubGolf
semi-retires at 45 and
Performance
wants to be good at golf
Center in
immediately.
Gaithersburg,
“I’m at a very high-end
Md. “I’m at the
facility but there’s still a lot of
liberal end of the
player-development work to
spectrum when it
be done, so I’ll use whatever
comes to making
program gets members out
golf easy for
there playing some version
newer players—
of golf,” says Northrop.
because you can
“However there are times I
always make it
think we might
hard again.”
be going too
Call it the two
Back when
far down this
faces of golf—
he worked at a
path. The
course that had grimly serious in
game’s
the name of fair
a footgolf
culture can
competition and
routing, Post
change, and
casually social
would routinely
over time it
in the name of
have his lesshas, which is
pure enjoyment.
experienced
Can today’s golf
fine, but at
students play
instructor
some point
to the tub-sized
balance the two
we may lose
extremes?
footgolf holes,
important
thus lowering
values and
the frustration
not be able to
factor. By all
get them
means he is fine with the new
back.” This raises an interesting
emphasis on pure fun that marks the
question: Is it part of an instructor’s
As clubs seek to create a
Topgolf Era we live in.
job to help preserve the integrity of the
fun, festive atmosphere at
His fellow Proponent member
game—however you might best
Karen Noble reaches out to newer
all times, can golf
define that? “It most definitely is,”
players with her own assortment of
replies Jeff Otto, staff instructor at the
instructors still carry the
make-it-easy, make-it-fun activities
tradition-minded Lafayette Club just
torch of tradition?
(she’s a big fan of the Operation 36
outside Minneapolis.
program developed by Matt Reagan
(continued on next page)
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“Golf has important traditions that teachers have always
helped pass along.” In his work with junior beginners, Otto
has them swing at water balloons. And he freely admits to
using “Jordan Spieth’s marshmallow trick” in clinics with the
youngsters. For
Otto that tends
to be the extent
of the fun-andgames
approach. “With
the grownups I
keep it more like
regular golf,” Jeff
says.
During a
recent clinic on
scoring strategy,
Otto pointed out
the wisdom of
laying up on the
more daunting
par-3 holes. He
invoked the
example of Billy
Casper laying
up on a par-3 in
all four rounds of
the 1959 U.S.
Open, making
four straight pars on that hole en route
to victory at Winged Foot.
“People in the clinic didn’t know what
I was talking about,” says Otto, with a
tinge of regret. “To me that takes away
from their enjoyment of the game, not to
know its history. Most 8-year-old kids
who come out to try golf aren’t even
sure who Tiger Woods is.”
Clubs have received good advice
about being less starchy and stodgy, as
they work to attract and retain members
in this speeded-up, fast-changing world.
But can coaches still carry the torch of
tradition? As clubs seek out
professionals who know how to
program golf activities so that the
atmosphere is always lively and festive,
is it a disadvantage to be known as a
serious swing teacher who works with
dedicated players and urges them to
practice diligently?
Dr. Jim Suttie recalls a point in his career when,
victimized by his own success, he lost half the population
as potential lesson-takers.
“I was motivated to help every type of golfer,” says
Suttie. “I was all about seeing the looks on their faces when

SEPTEMBER
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we achieved results—that’s what gave me satisfaction.” In
part because of his pioneering research into the biokinesiology of the golf swing, tournament players flocked to
Suttie. This intimidated all but a very few women golfers.
“The women would say, ‘Doc, I’ll come and work
with you once I get good enough.’ That doesn’t
make much sense, but it shows how much
perception means in this business.”
As Karen Noble looks back on her early years as
a teacher (under Mike Breed at Sunningdale G.C.
in suburban New York), she
recognizes that she was
It wouldn’t work to
expected to coach tournament
stand on the tee
players and help them win
advising students
trophies. That was because
to practice the way
she’d been a star player
Ben Hogan did,
herself, a second-place finisher
even though
in the U.S. Women's Amateur
discipline does
yield benefits. The
who went on to play the LPGA
lesson from events
Tour for eight years, tying for
like the 2016 Ryder
second in the 1992 LPGA
Cup, where pros
Championship.
like Patrick Reed
“People look for certain
mixed intensity
signs that you’re a top
with exuberance,
teacher, and that includes
is that seriousness
working with elite players,”
needn’t always
says Noble. “When I started
look joyless.
doing this 17 years ago, I
evaluated whether I was
good at the job by whether
I had a full lesson book,”
she adds, in some ways
stating the obvious. “I was
interested in working with
all skill levels, and in order
to keep my book full I
needed to do that.”
Cheryl Anderson, director
of instruction at the Mike
Bender Golf Academy
outside Orlando, saw herself
becoming, in her words, “a
chameleon instructor,” able to
work with every type of golfer.
In Cheryl’s view that was
partly because being female
makes you approachable
and partly because,
regardless of the facts, being
female blocks you from
gaining a reputation as a
brilliant sculptor of the golf swing. Male coaches, many have
noticed, tend to corner the market on that perception.
But never before has it been so possible to succeed as
a teacher without having scratch players among your
(continued on next page)
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stable of students. That’s good news to any golf instructor
“These are kids who never had their hands on a club but
who finds it onerous or intimidating to coach the player
now they do, so it’s a start,” says Tabbert. “If they come
who—out of
back some winter day to take some more swings, I'll be
necessity—will
there to give them a tip, with the idea that tips turn into golf
behave like a prima
lessons—which is what’s been happening.”
donna. “The higher
Michael Wheeler, a Proponent member at Whitford
you go up the skill
Country Club in Exton, Pa., was asked about navigating
curve, the more
between fun-golf and serious-golf. He turned the question
responsibility you
around.
have for whether
“Half the battle when you work with serious players is
someone gets their
making everything less serious,” says Wheeler, a mini-tour
Division 1
player turned golf instructor who was recently named to the
scholarship, or
Golf Digest list of Best Young Teachers in America. “No matter
earns their tour
what the activity, a person can be fully intent on the thing
card, or keeps their
they’re trying to do and still keep their sense of humor,” he
card,” says Mike
believes. “I work with a tournament golfer who is the epitome
Tabbert, a
of serious. I tell him
Proponent member
we can put our
based in Beloit,
heads down and
Wisc., at the
grind for two hours,
downtown
but if you make golf
Ironworks Golf Lab.
into something that
“A lot of your energy
is only a job, your
can go into making
performance will fall
Proponent member Michael Wheeler
that player feel OK
short.”
has helped mini-tour players by
about themselves.
Wheeler harks
showing them the value of fun—now
You end up having
he’s angling for ways to show newer
back to the 2016
women players the potential value of a
to justify everything
Ryder Cup at
deeper commitment to the game.
you suggest.”
Hazeltine, and the
Tabbert’s base of
explosive emotional
operations these
reactions shown by
days is a true mix of the serious and the light-hearted.
Rory McIlroy and
Within the urban setting where he and fellow Proponent
Patrick Reed—
member Travis Becker ply their trade, there is state-ofamong others—
the-art technology for fine-tuning an elite swing but also
during their birdie
Due to her distinguished playing career,
a diverse set of simulators upon which any drop-in can
binges in singles
Karen Noble was expected to work
play digital golf games like Tic Tac Toe, Poker, Tractor
play. “That’s the
primarily with elite golfers—her
Range and something called Window Smash. That part
most serious those
preference was to teach all levels,
sounds very non-traditional, even adolescent, but
guys have ever
which was also best for her business.
Tabbert doesn’t look down his nose at it.
been in their lives,”
“To score well at Window Smash, you have to strike the
he says, “and it’s the
ball cleanly and you actually have to flight it in a particular
most fun they’ve ever had in their lives.”
way, in order to get the proper angle into your target,” he
At Wheeler’s club, the he and the head pro are
says. “If you spend a fair amount of
studying a tricky stage in the playertime on an HD Golf simulator
development chain—getting a crop of
“Women golfers would say newer women players to graduate
smashing windows, you’ll have some
skills you can take out to the course
from the nine-hole group into the 18to me, ‘I’ll work with you
and get results with.”
hole group. They’re reaching a point
once I get good enough.’
The storefront facility that
along the spectrum that’s beyond hitThat doesn’t make sense,
Ironworks inhabits is over 8,000
and-giggle, where a degree of
square feet in area and it's expressly
but it shows the importance determination and goal-setting is
designed to bring intense training for
needed to make the next step.
of perception in this
hardcore players into direct contact
This may be the wrong thing to
business.”
with the 12-years-olds at a birthday
say—here in golf’s make-it-fun era—
party who start with the other arcade
but perhaps it’s time for those ladies
– Dr. Jim Suttie
games then wander into a golf bay.
to get serious.
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RUDY DURAN

RUDY DURAN GOLF, MORRO BAY, CA
INTERVIEW BY PAUL RAMEE, JR
If you’re playing word-association with golf insiders in
Central California, when you say “Rudy Duran” most of
them will respond: “Tiger Woods.” Or they might say,
“Tiger’s teacher,” Duran being the first person to hold
that distinction.
Exposed in his early days to many old-school golf
professionals whose wisdom still holds up, Rudy had
natural talent not just for teaching but for golf
operations, as well. He has been in the business for
some 45 years, including a three-year period early on
when he played first the Canadian Tour and then the
PGA Tour.
Rudy turned his teaching experiences into the wellreceived book "In Every Kid There Lurks A Tiger,”
written to help parents introduce their children to golf
and support their development as juniors. He currently
is the Director of Instruction at Chalk Mountain Golf
Course and Morro Bay Golf Course in San Luis Obispo,
California and coaches part time with the Vision54 Golf
School in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Among the hats he’s worn are those of course
owner, head of operations and even golf course
designer. Paul Ramee took some time to discuss all
that with Rudy, in a conversation that produced our
Proponent Group interview for September.
Rudy, I’m curious about your entry into the golf
business and what your early experiences were
Rudy Duran has
always been a
coach of the people,
working with all
comers even
though he was a
top-tier competitor
and coached Tiger
Woods.

like. Could you brief us
on that?
I served in the Air Force
prior to becoming a golf
professional. Returning
to civilian life in 1971 I
didn’t have any career
direction to speak of.
During high school I had
worked at a driving range and enjoyed the work. I played
golf recreationally. My high school didn’t have a golf
team, so I was playing only now and then, usually with
my dad. In the Air Force our base in Germany had a
team that I played on, competing against other bases.
So, coming out of the service, were you thinking
about the golf industry?
What happened was, the owner of the range I’d
worked at when I was in high school had purchased a
golf course just north of Los Angeles. I looked into the
employment possibilities there and ended up working
on the grounds, in the shop and even did my first
coaching with Saturday junior lessons.
What was your next move?
I heard about a job at Heartwell Golf Park in Long
Beach, where I could get into the PGA program. I got
the job—it was an 18-hole night-lighted par-3 course.
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Duran taught Tiger
Woods from ages 4 to
10 in Southern
California. He knew
Tiger was someone
special the first day
he met him.

When I started it was lighted until midnight. This gave me
time to teach and work in the shop during the evening
and play golf during the day. I became a PGA Apprentice
and competed in section events. I feel like I came up the
old-school way, like guys who came through the caddie
ranks. I was at Heartwell for 10 years. It was during that
time that Earl and Tida Woods brought Tiger to me for golf
lessons. I had started a junior program in 1974. It was
mostly a summer program, with three-day camps most
summer weeks.

time to myself, then I took on some consulting work with
U.S. Kids Golf. I don’t consult for the company any more,
although I am involved with the U.S. Kids Golf Los
Angeles Local Tour. Things have now evolved to the point
where I’m out of retirement. I’m director of instruction at
two golf courses and I also work as needed with Vision
54 in Arizona.
How would you characterize the changes you’ve
seen in the industry since you got started?
When I started in 1971, golf was growing, which it
continued to do, into the 1990s. Then the business
changed. For example, our county has only added
50,000 residents since the mid 1980s, but the number of
golf courses serving that population has doubled. We
got out of balance in the supply-demand curve. That is
why I jumped back into coaching—to see if I could help
move the needle to help create more golfers or get
people who currently play golf to play more. We have a
lot of people who are exposed to golf but don’t play.

You weren’t strictly thinking of yourself as a
teacher, correct?
That’s true. I had an interest in management, and I
ended up leasing the Chalk Mountain public course in
San Luis Obisbo, about four hours north of Los
Angeles. I moved up then and for a while I commuted
back to southern California to see Tiger. After a while
the drive became too much. Tiger then began working
with John Anselmo. I had my hands full at Chalk
Mountain, where the rounds of golf
were on their way from 35,000 a
“If golf pros only got paid
year up to 80,000, by the time we
got into the early 90’s.
when their students played
You were in the midst of a good
run, it sounds like.
Times were certainly good. We were
so busy I designed and built another
golf course nearby, a links-style
layout. I ran the two courses for an
11-year stretch until I decided to
retire in 2007. For a while I had my

golf, ate in the grill room or
hit balls on the range, the
coaching world would look
completely different. We
need to be facilitators of
people playing golf.”

What did your junior program look
like in the mid-70’? Would you say
it was similar to today’s
programs?
The junior golf programs were
practice area-based clinics. We
would do chipping, pitching, putting
and full swing. In 1979 I started
having a Saturday tournament for
juniors. They were free of charge
and I awarded prizes each week.
Having an 18 hole par-3 course was
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Today Duran
teaches at multiple
facilities in Central
California and is
still in demand for
media appearances,
including this visit
to Morning Drive on
Golf Channel.

an ideal on-course learning environment, to go along
with the instruction and then the Saturday
tournaments. I did the same at Chalk Mountain and
had good success with the same formula, free lessons
and free access to the golf course. At some point we
started charging juniors $1 for playing the golf course.
Today it’s still only $5 for 18 holes any day of the week.
Any changes you may have made in the beginning,
looking back?
Yes, I think more supervised on-course programs and
fewer driving-range lessons. Being on the golf course
as much as possible is ideal. Learning to play first then
learning to play better. I think driving-range lessons are
more for the convenience of the coaches. I have far
more on-course programs now than in the past. The
best way to play better golf is to play more golf.
What do you see as the major flaw of other junior
golf programs?
I wouldn’t say I have in-depth knowledge of what other
coaches are doing, but based on what I have seen, I
would encourage providing less technical input. I
would let junior golfers move along and develop with
as few technical thoughts as possible.
So, you’d suggest turning kids loose, and focusing
less on explaining details of the swing to them?
I believe playing golf is easy to learn and kids are
learning machines. Kids go to the playground and learn
to play handball, climb on the jungle gym without
lessons. They learn to ride a bike without lessons right
away. They start with training wheels. It wouldn’t

surprise me if the Tour de France guys are in wind
tunnels with coaches and computers finding ways to
ride their bikes faster, but you don’t see little kids
learning how to ride their bikes that way. So, let the
sport be the control. As they learn, guide them in
learning to play better. There are no coaches on the
playgrounds at elementary schools. There may be
teachers out there preventing kids from hurting
themselves...but seldom is there instruction. Yet the
kids are learning.
Ok, let’s talk about Tiger. When did you realize he
was something special?
The first day.
Really… what happened?
His parents had checked around and I was one of the
few pros offering a junior program, who had a good
reputation and some playing experience. Tida, Tiger’s
mother, brought Tiger to me in the pro shop. He could
barely see over the shop counter. She asked if I could
help him. So we went down to the driving range. Tiger
had a cut-down 2.5-wood, a 7-iron and a putter—
three clubs. I told him to pull out his 2.5-wood and I
teed up four balls for him. He stepped up and hit four
perfect drives. They carried about 50 yards each, all
with a draw. I was stunned. I told him I would be
happy to help him and he could play there anytime he
wanted! We then went over beside the practice green
and I threw some balls down and asked him to chip
them. “Do you want me to pop them up?” he asked
me. I asked what he meant by that, and he took his 7iron and started hitting this cluster of balls. He hit
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some of them high and some of them low. “Pop it up”
meant hitting the shots high. He was 4 at the time.
By the age of 5 he was able to play like a miniature
touring pro. I created a personal par for him on the
course and he shot 8-under his personal par, playing
the ball down, picking his own clubs and holing all
putts. A five-year-old kid was doing this. Tiger was
able to shoot amazingly low scores with no
knowledge of the golf swing. If you asked him
anything about his swing, he had no clue. He had a
glove that didn’t even fit, and he held the club with a
split 10-finger grip.
How did you run your sessions with him?
We would warm up on the range and then we left
there. Our work was all on the golf course. If we did
happen to work on the range or in the practice area I
would just have him try things—curve the ball, hit it
low, hit it high. We were playing games with no talk of
technique. Sometimes we would talk about what I did
to make a ball do different things but it was more of
what it felt like than what was happening
mechanically. Now and again I did try and change
some of his technique, and generally this would make
his success go down. I quickly realized it was better
not to fix what wasn’t broken. At that point we
reverted to having contests and making the ball fly
different ways.
How long were you with him?
For six years, age 4 to age 10. In the time after that I
would go down and play golf with Tiger and often with
his father, too We always had a good time. Golf was
mostly about fun in those days.
Ok, let’s fast-forward. What do you think of some of
his later swing changes?
I go back to my analogy about bike riding in a wind
tunnel. There are adjustments that the best players in
the world will make. If anyone can make changes, it’s
the best players in the world. It looked to me like
Tiger was just trying to get better. I don’t fault him for
that. I believe all great athletes are always trying to
get better. You can never know what small change
might help.
Talk about the different stages of your career, as a
player, an owner-operator, a teacher.
As a player I practiced hard, played in tournaments
took lessons from noted teachers, brainstormed with
other players everything I could… but in the end I just
shot too high. Looking back I don’t think I gave enough
attention to pitching, chipping and putting. But I learned
a lot trying and feel I’m a better coach because of it. As a
golf professional I made my living and was able to retire
at a fairly young age, due to the fact that I was an owner/
operator at a good time.
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Financial success for me didn’t have much to do
with teaching golf. In 1971 when I started as a golf
professional most of the financially successful head
professionals made much of their living by owning the
pro shop, renting carts, renting range balls. In those
days pro-line golf clubs could only be purchased in a
pro shop and at fair-traded full retail prices. The
professionals taught, but it wasn’t the bulk of their
income. That’s the model I tried to follow. I never
thought teaching was a way of making a living. The
few successful teachers spent a lot of time on the
driving range.Today the golf business is much
different.
In contrast to other Proponent Group members, you
seem to see teaching from an opposite angle.
Maybe so. Here’s an unconventional idea for you—set
it up so that golf professionals only get paid by the
golf course owner and they only get paid when their
students play golf. That basically turns the instructor’s
compensation into a sales commission on green fees.
If golf pros only got paid when their students played
golf, dined in the grill room or hit balls on the range,
the coaching world would look completely different. I
believe we need to be facilitators of people playing
golf. Lowering a player’s handicap has value but
facilitating people to play golf or play more golf is
what will keep golf courses in business.
Who along the way has been a mentor for you?
In the 1970’s I took quite a few lessons from a guy
named Johnny Revolta, the 1935 PGA Champion.
Johnny was great. He taught quite a few good
players, and he taught old-school. While I was
searching for the perfect swing, he would tell me
things I didn’t want to hear. He would talk about
“feels,” “low past the ball,” “‘chase it” and “inwardly
and upwardly.” I wanting him to tell me what the
magic swing was but he never did. Now I go back to
all the things Johnny said and they all make sense.
They were the smallest common denominator of feels
to positively influence the outcome. He has become
more influential to me now than he was when I was
taking lessons from him.
What do you say to a parent who wants their son or
daughter to become the next Tiger Woods?
I tell the parent I would be happy to work with their
child but I don’t have any magic power to make that
happen. If their child works hard and has lots of
talent then it’s possible. If they asked me do you
think my kid could become a great tour player I am
not going to say no, because I do not know. I would
explain the math. Mathematically it is not very likely,
but then again people do win the lottery and that’s
not likely. I tell them tournament golf as a living is not
a real career choice. But it could happen!
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Sunice Apparel Line
Now Available to
for
Proponent
Members

EXCLUSIVELY FROM BOBBY JONES,
JUST FOR PROPONENT MEMBERS
All current product from Bobby Jones’ and Sunice outstanding mens’
and womens’ lines is available for personal use to
Proponent Members at outstanding preferred pricing:
WITHOUT MANUFACTURER LOGO: 30% off standard wholesale pricing
WITH MANUFACTURER LOGO: 50% off standard wholesale pricing
Check out all the options at bobbyjones.com and sunicesports.com. To place
a personal use order – or for pricing on bulk orders for outings, golf schools
or other student usage – contact Customer Service at 800-561-3872.

Now You Have FOUR Ways
to Find Answers to All of Your
Business and Career Questions

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
ALL OF OUR OPTIONS

Contract Negotiations • Proprietary Compensation Information • Marketing Issues
Business Plans • Job Search Assistance • Public Relations • General Career Advice
Management Action Plans • Resume Review • Website Design • Logo Design
Teaching Building Design and Construction • Social Media Marketing • Instruction Trends

Our Unique Members-only Website

Access to more than 100 presentations from the top industry experts and world-class instructors
whenever you need it, only on our members-only website. Plus, more than two dozen business templates
and guides ready for downloading at any time.

Our Member Mentors

Tap into the combined knowledge of more than 100 of our members who have offered to assist fellow
members by sharing their expertise in dozens of relevant topics. Just find your topic of interest and contact
those listed for advice to tap into our membership’s shared wisdom.

Our Private Edufii and Facebook Groups

Ask our Private Facebook or Edufii groups of more than 450 Proponent members your questions
and you’ll get answers from your peers across North America.

Our One-on-One Consulting

For our full members, call our office anytime you need help with a career or business-related issue.
We talk with dozens of members each week and provide recommendations and advice
in dozens of areas that can affect your bottom line.

Log on to www.proponent-group.com or call 407-878-1235
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BOOK PREVIEWS —LAST IN OUR SUMMER SERIES

EXCLUSIVE: EXCERPTS FROM
“REALIZE YOUR GOLFING POTENTIAL”
The writing bug having recently bitten many a
Proponent Group member, we’ve found ourselves
stocked with a series of new books for fellow members
to sample this summer in the newsletter. Beginning in
June with Jeff and Cate Ritter’s co-written “LEAN 18”
e-book on nutrition, plus “Better, Faster: The Modern
Golfer's Blueprint for Getting More from Less,” by
Corey Lundberg and Matt Wilson, newsletter readers
have been the first audience for these new
contributions to the literature of golf improvement.
In July you got first-looks at
“Be a Player : A Breakthrough
Approach to Playing Better on
the Golf Course,” by Pia
Nilsson and Lynn Marriott of
Vision54 fame. Then in August
along came our excerpt from
“A True Swing,” by Erika
Larkin. To round out the series,
we now offer you a look inside
Claude Brousseau’s new
how-to book on scoring shots, “Realize Your Golfing
Potential: Unlock the SECRETS of a PROficient
Short Game!” The book is available on Claude’s
website, www.mauischoolofgolf.com, and also
on Amazon.com

When chipping, many amateurs believe they have
to swing the club in a “straight line.” This means
making the club head follow along the intended
target line on the backswing and on the follow
through after the impact. This technique is not
particularly natural and demands unnecessary
motions. It can often produce poor contact with
the ball. You have all experienced blading it over
the green or topping it, and it rolls only a few feet.
Even worse, you hit the “big ball” before the “little
ball” and chunk it badly.
But if you let the club and your body move as
naturally as possible during the backswing, the
club head will follow the target line for only a few
inches and will ultimately come inside the
intended target line. The same goes for the follow
through where the club tracks the intended target
line just a few inches before and after impact,
then turns slightly inward. In fact, the club head
travels on a straight line for a very short period of
time. Following this path will minimize the risks of
a poor contact and increase the odds of getting
the ball near the hole.

Trust us that no golf instruction book has ever come
at its readers with less chit-chat or small talk than
this one. The section on chipping we excerpt here
starts immediately with its first situational challenge
and simply flows along into the subtleties of
technique Claude has gathered in his long and
distinguished career. The book is wonderfully
illustrated with vibrant photos and lots of helpful
props. We hope to do it justice in this brief sampling.

There are many paths to success while you’re
chipping. As with most golf swings, if the club
travels along an inside-square-inside path you will
make great strides. Simplicity is the mother of
comprehension. It’s all about fewer variables and
more predictability.

A simple way to verify your swing path is to place
an aiming rod on the ground pointing toward
your target (above). Tee up a ball, with the tee
on the player side of the aiming rod, touching the
rod so that the ball is almost directly over the rod.
(continued on next page)
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Take a natural backswing. You will find that the
club comes progressively inside the target line.
We learn by experiencing the difference between
several sensations. If you attempt to produce a
backswing by forcing the club head to move over
the aiming rod, you will feel it’s a much more
complicated and difficult movement.
Make the forward swing feeling the weight of the
club dropping on the ball. Let the club swing
inside the target line. Again you should feel this
swing path produces a more efficient and
effortless motion. It’s unnatural to push or direct
the club straight over the aiming rod.
If you do, you will generate wasted motions and
introduce unnecessary variables.
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During the backswing, the wrists and hands
remain passive. The club head sends the tee
flying and the ball takes off perfectly. Your focus is
on the process of swinging the club efficiently
instead of lifting the ball. The loft of the club is
doing all the work for you. Your ball will end up
close to the hole and you will need only one putt.
One more par saved! This is good for your score
and even better, it’s fun!

You’ve often been told that to hit effective chip
shots your hands must be ahead of the ball.
That’s true, but they shouldn’t be too far
ahead (below left). In fact, given the design of
the club, they’re already in front of the ball.

This very efficient path allows you to maximize the
benefit of the bounce angle formed by the sole of
the club. One of the best designers of wedges in
the world, Bob Vokey, always tells me, “Claude,
bounce is your best friend!” You have to
understand that the bounce is your best
“insurance policy” against bad contact.
With all the shots played around the green,
amateurs are often solely fixated on the ball. The
following exercise has a dual objective
—“forgetting” the ball and achieving a downward
angle of attack, which is a prerequisite for making
good contact with the ball in the rough.
The principle is simple (photo below): Plant a
tee 3 inches in front of the ball and make a chip
shot with the intention to either send the tee flying
or push it deeper into the ground. If the exercise
is done well, your ball will lift perfectly in the air!

If you place your hands too far forward, you’re
introducing unnecessary variables. You’re
creating too much forward shaft lean. This action
reduces the bounce angle designed into the sole
of the club. You increase the probability of digging
the leading edge of your club into the ground.
You’re also reducing the loft of the club. It makes
it more difficult for the ball to get airborne, and you
risk changing the orientation of the clubface either
to the left or the right of your target. All these
actions increase the chances of chunking, topping
and shanking it. In other words, everything you
want to avoid.
To assume the more efficient stance at address,
you have to place the club’s original loft and
bounce angles as naturally as possible. These are
your two best friends. They are your greatest
(continued on next page)
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assets and your best insurance policy against bad shots.
Automatically your hands will end up slightly ahead of
the ball. As for your weight, it’s shifted 60 percent to
the leading/target leg. From this set-up position, it
will be a lot easier to contact the ball correctly.

Around the green you don’t always have the
possibility to play approaches with your feet level. It’s
common to find yourself on a slope uphill, downhill, ball
above the feet or ball below the feet. The approach
on a steep downhill is one of the most dreaded shots
for
amateurs.
The secret
of this shot
resides
primarily in
how to set
up efficiently.
You must
adapt to the
type of slope
you are
dealing with.
You want to
adjust your
body to be
in the same
direction as
the slope.
It is essential
that your
shoulders
and hips be
parallel to
the slope.
We often
see
amateurs
place their
hips in line
with the
slope, but
the
shoulders aren’t at the same angle. This mismatch
can often result in either topping or blading the ball.
We recommend playing the ball slightly closer
to the trailing foot. You don’t have too many
options with the body weight. It’s primarily shifted
to the leading foot.
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Avoid the temptation to lift the ball. Once in
position, just rock your arms slightly back and
forth. Wrist action must be reduced to a bare
minimum. The ball will follow a low trajectory
because the slope reduces the club’s loft angle.
Ball contact is the same as for a normal stroke:
ball first, ground second. You need to adjust your
club selection, generally taking a club with more
loft. The ball will fly lower than if you were on an
even lie and will roll a longer distance when it hits
the green—select a landing zone closer to you.
When practicing, a simple way to check if your
posture is PROficient is to use an alignment stick.
Once you’re in position at address, put the stick at
your hips and then at your shoulders to verify that
they’re both parallel to the slope. (See photos at
left) It’s very uncomfortable to have the shoulders
tilted in the same direction as the slope. This is why
golfers forget to adjust the shoulders. Hips and
shoulders must be aligned with the angle of the slope.
For any shots played on a slope, the basic rule to
be effective is to adapt your address and your
swing to the landscape. If the ball is above your
feet, it is closer to you. The ball always flies in the
same direction as the slope.
There are a few basic adjustments: Aim will be
slightly to the right, your body a bit more upright
and your hands lower on the grip. Once in position,
execute your swing while paying attention to two
things: Keep the wrists relatively passive, and
perform a more “rounded” swing, which will “hug” the
slope more. Finally, be aware that the ball will travel in
the direction of the slope, in this case, to the left. It is
more pronounced if you have more loft on the club.
To maintain balance, the body is a bit more
upright than for a standard swing. Hands are
placed lower on the club grip because the ball is a
bit closer to you. If you keep the same length as a
regular swing on a flat landscape, you will
increase the probability to hit the ground before
the ball. The body is aligned slightly to the right
because the ball will go to the left in the direction
of the slope. We recommend playing the ball
slightly closer to the trailing foot.
Golf is a game in which you have to adapt. Every
shot is a new adventure. Learn how to adjust with
the different slopes around the green.
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TOTAL IMPROVEMENT
SOLUTION
MOTION CAPTURE SENSOR + FULL SUITE OF
ANALYSIS, COACHING, COMMUNICATION,
AND MANAGEMENT TOOLS
TO GET STARTED PLEASE CONTACT MIKE FOX
(760) 814-0608 • MFOX@BLASTMOTION.COM
BLASTMOTION.COM/BCGOLF

OFFICIAL TECHNOLOGY PARTNER OF

2017
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WELCOME PROPONENT GROUP’S
NEW MEMBERS FOR AUGUST

WOMEN’S GOLF JOURNAL NAMES
FIRST LPGA TOP 50 TEACHER LIST

BECCA BAILEY, Hank Haney Golf Ranch at Vista
Ridge, Lewisville, TX – Associate Member
MANUEL BERMUDEZ, Bishops Gate Golf Academy La
Loma, San Luis S.L.P., Mexico – Full Member
MATT DAVIS, MD Golf Academy at Spring Mill, Ivyland,
PA – Associate Member
NOKKVI GUNNARSSON, Nesklubburinn, Seltjarnarnes,
Iceland – International Member
BRENDAN HOGAN, Legacy Golf Performance Center,
Phoenix, AZ – Associate Member.
BILL KUIKMAN, Legacy Golf Performance Center,
Phoenix, AZ – Associate Member.
THOMAS MAGNANT, Tom Magnant Golf at Pine Creek
Golf Course, Mt. Juliet, TN – Associate Member.
ROBERT PENNER, Ted and Dave Custom Golf, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada – Associate Member.
CURTIS RHOADS, NorCal Golf Academy, Walnut Creek,
CA – Associate Member.
ERIN SHARPEE, Legacy Golf Performance Center,
Phoenix, AZ – Associate Member.
SAM WILEY, Wee Burn Country Club, Darien, CT – Full
Member.

Women’s Golf Journal, in association with the LPGA’s
Teaching and Club Professional division, has named
its first ever LPGA Top 50 Teacher list from among the
organization’s 1,700 members. The list encompasses
those individuals who have consistently elevated their
teaching and coaching abilities to the highest
benchmarks in the industry.

DID YOU KNOW?
It’s a fact that walking 18 holes of golf is equal to a 5-mile
walk or a 3.5 mile run. Playing golf and walking 18 holes can
burn up to 2,000 calories. Golfers also exceed 10,000 steps
in a typical round of golf, meeting recommended guildelines
for daily exercise.

Proponent Group members on the
inaugural list include: Cheryl
Anderson, Heathrow, FL; Joy
Bonhurst, Kensington, MD; Julie
Cole, Charlotte, NC; Dr. Debbie
Crews, Mesa, AZ; Alison Curdt,
Woodland Hills, CA; Karen
Davies, Carefree, AZ; Tiffany
Faucette, Ashburn, VA; Jamie
Fisher, Lake Forest, IL; Peggy
Gustafson, Phoenix, AZ; Sheri
Julie Cole
Hayes, San Diego, CA; Marjorie
Jones, New, York, NY; Elena King,
Centennial, CO; Sandy LaBauve,
Scottsdale, AZ; Lynn Marriott,
Scottsale, AZ; Cindy Miller, Silver
Creek, NY; Megan Padua,
Bluffton, SC; Karen PalaciosJansen, Mooresville, NC; Gale
Peterson, St. Simons Island, GA;
Nancy Quarcelino, Franklin, TN;
Peggy Gustafson
Rita Reasons, Franklin, TN;
Trillium Rose, Washington, DC;
Tina Tombs, Phoenix, AZ; Deb Vangellow, Sugar
Land, TX; and Nicole Weller, Savannah, GA.

Lorin Anderson Founder and President
David Gould Staff Editor
Lori Bombka Operations Manager
Debbie Clements Accounting

THE PREMIER NETWORK OF GOLF INSTRUCTORS
Proponent Group’s newsletter has been published as a member benefit 12 times a year since 2008. Back issues are
available at no charge for active members and at a per-issue price of $20 for non-members. Subscriptions are available to
non-members at an annual fee of $240. Send inquiries to lbombka@proponent-group.com.
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